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Key tensions in PGE success
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Subsidize market Push retention boundaries

Suppress competition Enable competition

Phase out Be central part of market

React to protection gap Anticipate protection gap

Close local protection gaps Socialize new protection gaps



The Protection Gap is a Grand Challenge

■Grand Challenges: Large-scale, complex, enduring problems with a 
strong social component, such as endemic poverty, climate change or 
any of the UN SDGs: “the fundamental principles underlying a grand 
challenge are the pursuit of bold ideas and the adoption of less 
conventional approaches to tackling large, unresolved problems” (Colquitt & 

George, 2011: 432).



A Paradox Lens 

■ Paradox; “persistent contradictions between interdependent elements” 
(Schad et al., 2016: 10)

■ Systemic: e.g. Free Market & Regulation

■Grand challenges are innately paradoxical: Contradictory world views, 
technical understandings and strategic interests of stakeholders who are 
interdependent in addressing them (Jarzabkowski, Bednarek, Chalkias & Cacciatori, 2018)

■Working through paradoxes makes addressing the challenge possible



A Challenge

■ The frequency and severity of catastrophic disaster is increasing

■ The challenge: How to improve the financial response to natural 
disaster in fragile economies (Ballesteros, Useem & Wry, 2017)



The Challenge: Insuring the Uninsurable
■ Insurance is a means of ex-ante provision for disaster, BUT
■ Uninsured risks lack the basic mechanisms necessary for insurance, such as models that indicate 

exposure, potential loss, etc
■ The severity and frequency of the disasters may be beyond the capacity for insurance …
■ The cost may be beyond sovereign states

■ The emergence and development of disaster liquidity insurance as a means of 
providing disaster response

■ Specific focus - MULTI-COUNTRY RISK POOLS in developing economies

■ This is possible and the problem can be framed in this way: an ‘insurance gap’ 
rather than as … a Disaster? an Aid gap? A Resilience gap? Climate change?



Paradoxical interests
■ Financial vs. Development interests: “It needs to be appealing to the 

businessman’s interests around a sustainable profit motive, vis-à-vis 
government’s role to see to the rights and protection of its citizens” 
(Development, Interview)

■ Part vs. Whole interests: “There is an advantage for a group of governments to 
get together because of the spread of risk. … But it is not easy to create this kind 
of stability among the facility. You still have countries moving in and out for 
political, financial reasons, etc.” (Pool, Interview)

■ Short- vs. Long-term interests: “It is about how do you balance a short-term 
desire to say OK, get countries onboard, with a longer-term strategy of building 
understanding of risk management and really embedding this in to their system” 
(Development, interview) 



A Critical Incident (1)

■Variation in payments

■Knotting of paradoxes across stakeholders
■Foregrounds the financial interests

■Foregrounds the short-term contract

■Foregrounds the whole



A Critical Incident (2)
■Spawns specific actions
■Lessons learnt, story-telling

■Some members leave pool but others remain and even increase the 
type and level of product

■Actions are ‘partial’, ‘imperfect’

■Partial solutions contribute to possibilities for action
■Multi-country risk pools can address immediate disaster 

response: Reconstructs the Grand Challenge as insurable

■Developing within-country financial capabilities and 
understanding of how mechanism works: Reconstructs 
countries as agents in planning for and addressing their 
exposure to disaster.



Another Critical Incident (1)

■A drought trigger is not met
■Knotting of paradoxes across stakeholders
■Foregrounds the developmental interests

■Foregrounds the short-term contract

■Foregrounds the part



Another Critical Incident (2)
■Spawns specific actions
■Bolsters the ability to meet developmental interests through financial 

mechanisms

■Enhances modelling in an attempt to avert future “surprises”

■Actions are ‘partial’, ‘imperfect’

■Partial solutions contribute to possibilities for action
■Retrospective modelling can reconfigure the mechanism: 

Reconstructs the Grand Challenge as insurable

■Working around the ‘market problem’: Reconstructs 
development agencies as agents in planning for and addressing 
countries’ exposure to disaster.



D. Addressing the challenge: continuously making the uninsurable insurable
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So What?

■ Actions on critical incidents ‘close down’ the grand challenge by defining it in a particular 

way, which enables collective action amongst stakeholders (Hutchins, 1991; Sillince, Jarzabkowski, & 

Shaw, 2012). 

THIS IS AN INSURABLE PROBLEM

■ Yet, grand challenges are wicked intractable problems that resist any singular definition or 

solution and so are remarkably impervious to such closing down (Ferraro et al., 2015; George et al., 

2016; Schad & Bansal, 2018). 

THIS PROBLEM IS UNINSURABLE

■ A hopeful message: situated actions make the impossibility of addressing the grand 

challenge possible and partially ‘tractable’ (Eisenhardt et al., 2016) …  at least for those 

stakeholders on that incident.

INSURING THE UNINSURABLE



PGEs: Managing nested paradoxes

Action
Paradoxes

Insuring the uninsurable 
across multiple 

stakeholders & interests

Identity, strategy, goals & 
values that guide decision 

making

Systemic
Paradoxes

PGE      
Paradoxes

Virtuous or Vicious?

Defensive responses
• Splitting 

• Opposing
• Suppressing

Active responses
• Acknowledging

• Continuous adapting
• Transcending 

Adapted from Jarzabkowski, Le & Van de Ven, 2013
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